Introduction
Trees have extraordinary biomechanical structures; although these large organisms are mainly exposed to both gravity and wind loads over their long life; they are able to provide long-term mechanical stability for survivorship. Gravity or gravitational force is a permanent applied force that pulls the aboveground mass of the tree, so producing loads from tree's own weight (self-weight) (Smiley et al. Tree Risk Assessment) . Wind is the most continuous dynamic and largest load in tree which can cause a tree to fall (James 2003) . However, a tree can withstand both its self-weight and wind forces by its woody skeleton, which has excellent mechanical properties, being stiff, strong, and tough. Tree forks are a common feature formed in tree crowns, being the structural attachment of branches to parent stems (main stem) in which there two arising branches have more-or-less equal diameter. The division of a single parent stem into two branches of nearly equal diameter is known as a bifurcation (Shigo 1989; Jungnikl et al. 2009; Slater and Ennos 2015) . Wind load is also a significant effect on the structure of tree forks, since the forks are frequently exposed to large wind forces. In tree forks, particularly, the apex of bifurcations between the stem and branches has the potential to be the site of mechanical failure in trees (Shigo 1989; James 1990; Gilman 2003; Kane et al. 2008; Jungnikl et al. 2009 ). This is because stem and two arising branches of bifurcations can move independently and show complex sway (oscillate) motions under windy conditions (Spatz et al. 2007; Spatz and Theckes 2013) . Thus, the apices of bifurcations may be exposed to large tensile stresses during large sway motions which can result in splitting of the forks when the load on the branches exceeds the strength of wood. To minimize the likelihood of tree failure, trees have an oscillation damping which is an important survival strategy. Damping is the capability of tree structure to absorb energy from wind loading, and thus, large sway energies can be dissipated through the stem and branches (Niklas 1992; James et al. 2006; Spatz et al. 2007; Theckes et al. 2011; Spatz and Theckes 2013) . Mass damping, therefore, could lessen the drag acting and the catastrophic oscillation damage on trees (Theckes et al. 2011 ). However, forks have an adaptive growth (strategy) which is to make secondary thickening at the apex of bifurcations (where two arising branches conjoin) to cope with large wind loads and so reduce the risk of failure and dampen damaging oscillations (Mattheck 1990; Mattheck and Vorberg 1991; Mattheck and Breloer 1994; Morgan and Cannell 1994; Spatz and Bruchert 2000; Dahle and Grabosky 2010) . Thus, tree forks may withstand all the stresses and provide both mechanical stability and adaptive growth for the main stem (James 2003; Jungnikl et al. 2009 ).
Several researchers, therefore, have sought to determine why and how forks failure and how they can be assessed for their risk of failure (MacDaniels 1923 (MacDaniels -1932 Miller 1959; Shigo 1985; Harris 1992; Hauer et al. 1993; Matheny and Clark 1994; Farrell 2003; Smiley 2003; Kane 2007; Kane et al. 2008; Ennos 2013, 2015; Slater et al. 2014) . In the previous studies, branch-trunk diameter ratio and branch angle have primarily been investigated to identify the best predictor for a fork's strength. A number of researchers have reported that the attachment angle is the most closely related to the strength of attachment (MacDaniels 1923; Ruth and Kelley 1932; Verner 1955; Buckley et al. 2015) ; however, others found no relationship between branch angle and strength of bifurcation (MacDaniels 1932; Lilly and Sydnor 1995; Gilman 2003; Pfisterer 2003; Kane 2007) . On the other hand, some researchers have indicated that the strength of the junction was mainly correlated with an increase in the branch-trunk diameter ratio (MacDaniels 1932; Miller 1959; Shigo 1985; Farrell 2003; Gilman 2003; Kane 2007; Kane et al. 2008; Buckley et al. 2015) in such a way that relatively larger forces were required to pull apart narrow branches attached to thick ones; forks with branches of equal diameter were considered weakest (Matheny and Clark 1994; Gilman 2003; Kane et al. 2008) . In a more recent study, Buckley et al. (2015) showed that diameter ratio of branch and branch strength was significantly correlated with each other, but there was a significant negative relationship, in that, higher diameter ratio of the branches failed at lower breaking stresses. A study by Slater and Ennos (2013) also found that diameter ratio is also an important parameter affecting how the forks fail. They suggested that compression failure at the outside of the forks (type I failure) occurred before fracture more often when the diameter ratio was 65-80%, whereas forks split before compression failure occurred (type II failure) more often at diameter ratios over 80% (Fig. 1 ).
Slater and co-workers have recently published a series of papers relating the anatomy and mechanical properties of the wood in hazel forks and their structural properties. Slater and Ennos (2013) first examined the strength and failure mode of hazel forks by pulling them apart, both when intact and after destroying different parts of the fork to quantify the relative importance of three component parts of the fork: resistance to splitting of centrally placed xylem within the bifurcation; resistance to splitting of peripheral xylem in the plane of the bifurcation; and resistance to bending of the wood within Fig. 1 Types of tensile failure in tree forks. a In type I mode of failure, the first stage of failure exhibits yielding of wood under the compression of the outer edge of the smaller branch of the fork, prior to the second stage of failure, which is the splitting of the wood at the apex of the joint. b Type II mode of failure in tree forks exhibits only one stage of failure, immediately starting with the splitting of the tissues under tension at the fork apex (Slater and Ennos 2013) the bifurcation. The aim of the study was to investigate how forks are designed and how they fail. In this study, they found that, in tensile tests in which the two arising branches were pulled apart, all drilled forks failed in tension at their apex. The main stem split down the middle between the arising branches, and there were no failures in the branches (Fig. 1b) . However, intact specimens failed in either type I or type II mode (Fig. 1 ). In the same study, wood was found to be stronger and denser at the centre of the apex than in the adjacent stem. These researchers suggested that centrally placed xylem in the apical region was the crucial component, contributing a major part of the strength of a tree fork despite making up a small percentage of the centre of the fork. From the results, they concluded that the load-bearing capacity of the forks was mostly obtained from the central apex regions of bifurcations, with the central xylem contributing 35%, the peripheral regions, 50%, while resistance to bending of the wood contributed only around 15%. To determine why this was the case, Slater et al. (2014) examined the anatomy and grain pattern in tree forks. Their anatomical analyses showed that centrally placed xylem at the apex of the bifurcation had more tortuous and interlocked wood grain than wood elsewhere. They found that fork apices also had fewer vessels and smaller sized cells with thicker cell walls than stem wood. The cell wall content was found to be, on average, 28.1% greater than stem wood. They concluded that this interlocking pattern and tortuosity, together with the higher density, would provide greater transverse wood strength, resisting the splitting of the fork. They also modelled an idealised anatomical cell arrangement of branch attachment which is commonly seen at bifurcation of an angiosperm (Fig. 2b) . It can also be clearly seen in Fig. 2a that there is an interlocking wood grain pattern at the centre of the bifurcation. They suggested that this greatly increases the force needed to pull the fork apart at this location, as fibres have to be broken across rather than just separated from each other.
A recent paper by Slater and Ennos (2015) also investigated the contribution of the interlocking wood grain orientation and the patterns at the apex of bifurcations to the wood strength properties in hazel forks. The paper reported that wood did indeed have greater compressive and tensile strength at the apices of bifurcations than either the parent stem or the outer side of the bifurcations, just as predicted by their former paper. Surprisingly, tangential compressive strength of wood was found to be greater than radial at the fork apices. In their anatomical model, they suggested that rays switched their direction and they do not transit the union of two branches at the fork, but deflect to the side of bifurcation.
Wood is a highly complex and orthotropic material with three main directions: longitudinal (L), radial (R), and tangential (T), and six principal fracture systems which are shown in Fig. 3 , each characterised by two letters: LR, LT, RL, RT, TL, and TR (in LR, for example, the first letter "longitudinal" indicates the direction Fig. 2 a Simplified pattern of the interlocking wood grain that produces the critical join between branches at the apex of a hazel fork. Note that the route of each grain line passes from the parent stem into one or other arising branch, ensuring all sap-conducting routes run from 'source to sink' as they should. b Schematic diagram of the arrangement of the piths (yellow), vessels (blue), fibres (white), and rays (red) at a fork in Corylus avellana (Slater et al. 2014 ) Fig. 3 Fracture systems in wood normal to the crack plane and the second letter "radial" refers to the direction of crack propagation) (Ashby et al. 1985) . The failure behaviour or toughness of wood can show differences depending on the direction of crack propagation, loading method, type of wood species, and anatomy of wood. For instance, wood is usually far more ductile across the grain (LR and LT fracture systems), but brittle along the grain (RL, RT, TL, and TR fracture systems). Results of the previous research has also showed that wood is generally tougher radially than tangentially (Atack et al. 1961; Ashby et al. 1985; Stanzl-Tschegg et al. 1995; Reiterer et al. 2002a, b; Smith and Vasic 2003; Marki et al. 2005; Vasic and Stanzl-Tschegg 2007; Yoshihara and Nobusue 2007; Majano-Majano et al. 2012; Ozden and Ennos 2014; Özden et al. 2016 ).
Ozden and Ennos (2014) studied the fracture behaviour of green stem wood in three hardwood species-ash, cherry, and birch-in the RT and TR systems using a double-edge-notched tensile test. G f in RT was found to be almost 1.5 times greater than TR system. They also examined the failure patterns of fracture systems using ESEM micrographs. In their study, RT fractures showed rougher fracture surfaces by ductile failure, due to the presence of spiral failures in the ray cells, which was an evidence in explaining the considerable amount of energy required to break the cells. However, TR fractures had flat surfaces suggesting brittle failure. They suggested that the differences of failure were mostly explained by the rays, which could strengthen and toughen stem wood in the RT system but not in the TR. Note that loading direction is an important parameter affecting the failure behaviour of wood.
To date, several studies have mainly concentrated on the structural strength of tree forks, to explain how and why forks fail and how they develop a best-fit adaptation to lessen the risk of tree failure (MacDaniels 1932; Miller 1959; Shigo 1985; Harris 1992; Hauer et al. 1993; Lilly and Sydnor 1995; Farrell 2003; Smiley 2003; Kane 2007; Kane et al. 2008; Ennos 2013, 2015; Slater et al. 2014; Buckley et al. 2015) . However, there is lack of knowledge concerning the fracture mechanism around the tree forks. To fully determine why forks split, it is further important to understand the fracture properties of wood, since when the applied load reaches the maximum stress (specified upper limit) and exceeds the load capacity, wood will fail completely (Anderson 2005; Sinha et al. 2012) . Toughness is a central concept of the fracture properties of wood, because it is a mixture of both strength and ductility and is a measure of how much energy is required to break wood (Singh et al. 2011) . Toughness can also be defined as the ability of wood to absorb energy as a crack is propagated during fracture. Basically, toughness can be quantified using specific fracture energy (expressed as G f , Jm − ²) which is one of the most commonly used measures or parameters in fracture mechanics-this is the energy required for crack propagation in a unit fracture area of the whole fracture process zone until complete separation occurs.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate how and why the fracture properties vary around the structure of forks of common hazel (Corylus avellana L.) trees in the green condition. Here, we compared G f (Jm −2 ) between five sampling locations around tree forks and two fracture systems (RT-radial-tangential and TR-tangential-radial). We measured G f of wood using double-edge-notched tensile tests. The fracture surfaces of the samples were also examined using the scanning electron microscopy technique (SEM) to determine the influence of wood anatomy and microstructure on the failure patterns and toughening mechanism of specimens. The forks of hazel were studied particularly, because this study was carried out in conjunction with the previous studies by Slater and Ennos 2013 , Slater et al. 2014 and Buckley et al. 2015 which investigated the strength and failure mode properties of hazel forks in detailed. Together those previous studies, this research will provide broad understanding in the mechanism of tree forks. When we understand and know how toughness is distributed around such forks and the manner in which they are toughened, we may understand better how forks are strengthened against splitting and how man-made joints in composites might be strengthened.
Materials and methods

Study site and tree
On 21 July 2014, tree forks were sampled in green condition from 30 forks of hazel (Corylus avellana L.), growing at Myerscough College, Lancashire (Grid Ref: SD49422 40170), England. The age of the forks collected ranged from 6 to 17 years. Each fork was obtained from a different tree, and all forks were situated between 0.5 and 1.8 m above ground level. The crowns of the trees, where these forks were obtained, were between 6 and 8 m in height. Upon cutting, each fork was placed in a plastic bag to reduce sap loss, and then placed in a cold store kept at 2 °C prior to measuring, dissection, and testing.
All the specimens formed "Y" shapes as each fork consisted of one parent stem and two upright branches. Branches were classified as "Branch A" and "Branch B" based on their diameters (Slater and Ennos 2013) : Branch A was selected as the branch with the larger diameter (Fig. 4 , A1 and A2), and Branch B was selected as the branch with the smaller diameter (Fig. 4, B1 and B2). The outside bark diameter measurements of the parent stem and two arising branches were conducted using a digital calliper in such a way that the diameters of each branch (A and B) were measured just above the bifurcation, both in the plane and perpendicular to the plane of the bifurcation, then the values averaged; and the diameter of the parent stem was measured just below the stem bark ridge both in the plane (Fig. 4, PS1 ) and perpendicular to the plane of the fork (Fig. 4, PS2) , then the values averaged. To prevent moisture loss as far as possible until tests were performed, each sample was kept moist in a cold room at 4 °C and stored separately in large plastic bags. Forks of the common hazel were chosen in particular for this experiment, because they are common features of the crown structure of this species, and can be sustainably sourced by coppicing the hazel trees in which they form.
Sampling and measuring specific fracture energy (G f )
The specific fracture energies of wood were investigated between five different sampling locations and two fracture systems to determine how G f varies around the fork structure. The details of sampling locations, positions, and fracture systems are given in Fig. 5 . Each tree fork was first cut into approximately 5-mm-thick discs parallel to the plane of the fork with a metal cutting bandsaw (Fig. 5a) . From each fork, 12 sample discs were taken: two discs were cut from the apex of the bifurcations, one being as close to the apex of the bifurcation as possible and the second just below (Fig. 5a ), two discs were also cut approximately two parent stem diameters below the apex of the stem (Fig. 5a) , and four discs from each branch were cut about two diameters above the apex of the bifurcation (Fig. 5a ). Therefore, a total 360 discs were obtained. From those sample discs, cuboids of wood which were 18 × 10 × 5 mm 3 in dimension were extracted using a fret saw.
At the apex of bifurcation, the bifurcation consists of two piths in a parent stem; from the same apex discs; therefore, two cuboids of wood were taken, such that one sample was cut from between two piths classified as the "central apex" and another was taken from the outer side of the apex of bifurcation classified as "side apex" (Fig. 5c , Apex of bifurcations sampling). From the discs of parent stem, about two diameters below the bifurcation classified as "stem middle" and from the discs of both branches, about two diameters above the bifurcation classified as "branch A" and "branch B". The cuboids were also oriented in two fracture systems for each five sampling locations: RT (radial-tangential) and TR (tangential-radial). Samples from the side apex were not quite perpendicular to the fibres there because of the outward splay of the two branches (Fig. 5 ), but the angle was small, so that failure would readily occur perpendicular to the fibres even in these specimens. Cuboids could not be cut both radially and tangentially from the same disc in the central apex region of bifurcation, because the diameter of central apex locations (cross section) was not big enough to extract two cuboids of wood in the centre. Therefore, the 30 hazel forks were separated into two groups, excising the wood cuboids in two ways. In 15 of the forks, the long axis of the cuboids cut from the upper disc was orientated in the RT fracture system [ Fig. 5c , type 1, (1) Disc] at the central apex and TR fracture system at the side apex, while those cut from the lower disc was orientated in the TR system at the central apex and RT system at the side of the apex [ Fig. 5c , type 1, (2) Disc]. In the other 15, the cuboids were cut in the opposite orientation in the two discs, TR central and RT side apex in the upper disc (Fig. 5c , type 2, (1) Disc) and RT central and TR side apex in the lower (Fig. 5c , type 2, (2) Disc). Diagram illustrating diameter measurements taken for each fork, around its junction. The larger member was labelled as 'A', the smaller branch as 'B', for ease of reference. Lengths B1 and A1 were the shortest diameters across the two branches just above the point of attachment (Slater and Ennos 2013) This allowed us to overcome the problem that wood in the two discs probably had different anatomy and mechanical properties. However, it was not possible to distinguish fracture systems at the central apex region of the bifurcation by their arrangement of rays, so we identified the central apex RT specific fracture energy as being perpendicular to the bifurcation and the TR specific fracture energy as being in-line with the bifurcation . Unlike the central apex regions, it was easy to identify RT and TR systems at the side apex, stem middle, branches A and B, because growth rings' and rays' arrangement were clearly seen in those locations. From a parent stem again, about two diameters below the bifurcations classified as "stem middle", two cuboids were taken from a one disc in both RT and TR fracture systems (Fig. 5c, Stem sampling) .
Thus, a total of eight specimens were obtained from the parent stem, half being from apex discs, and the other half is from the middle zone of the parent stem (two diameters below the apex of the bifurcation which is called stem middle). Further to this, in both branches, from a one disc, one orientation was sawn. Cuboids again could not be cut both radially and tangentially from the same disc, because the diameters of the branches were quite small. Thus, in 15 of the forks, about two diameters above the apex of the bifurcation, cuboids cut from the upper disc were oriented in the RT system and in the lower disc were oriented in the TR system (Fig. 5b, type 1, Branches sampling) . In the other 15 branches (branches A and B), the cuboids were cut in the opposite orientation, TR in the upper disc, and RT in the lower (Fig. 5b, type 2, Branches sampling) . Therefore, Fig. 5 Illustration of preparation technique for 30 forks samples in RT and TR systems. a 12 discs were cut parallel to the bifurcation for each fork. b Sampling of branch woods: type 1 was used in first 15 forks and other 15 forks had type 2 sampling. c Sampling of the apex of junctions as being central or side in two types: first 15 forks had type 1 sampling and other 15 had type 2 sampling; and stem sampling: both directions were excised from a one disc four cuboids were cut out of both branches of each fork, half being RT oriented, and the other half TR orientated.
Density measurements
The test specimens were saturated with water in airtight storage containers until all were fully hydrated. To ensure the specimens were fully hydrated, they were weighed at 6-h intervals over a period of 1-2 day until mass was constant. We used the water displacement method to determine the wet volumes of specimens. The wood specimens were immersed in water using a needle in a beaker placed on an electronic weighing balance that gave mass of water displacement. After the tensile tests, the specimens were ovendried at 65-70 °C for 2-3 days until dry and then weighed. The specimens' densities were calculated by dividing the oven-dried mass to fresh volumes.
Tensile tests
Specific fracture energies were measured using doubleedge-notched tensile tests which was the same technique as that used by Ozden and Ennos (2014) and Özden et al. (2016) to investigate stem wood. Prior to performing tensile tests, the wooden cuboids were turned into doubleedge-notched test specimens by sawing two notches on either side (Fig. 6b) and sharpening the tip of these notches using a steel razor blade. Starter cracks had a length of 2.0-2.5 mm to give a central ligament length of around 5-6 mm (Fig. 6b) . The specimens at the central apex, however, which were found to have a much higher G f , had slightly longer starter cracks to reduce the length of the ligament and hence the tensile forces needed to break them.
To obtain G f values of specimens, the specimens were clamped to the moveable crosshead and base of a Universal Testing Machine (INSTRON 3344) equipped with a 1 kN load capacity and attached to an interfaced computer (Fig. 6a) . Because of the small size of the specimens, two supporter specimens which had the same thickness as the test specimens were also attached at the other end of the clamps to hold the jaws parallel and ensure that the specimens did not pull out of the clamps (Fig. 6a ). The upper jaws were then pulled upwards at a rate of 3 mm min −1 until the specimen failed. At the same time, an interfacing computer recorded the displacement and load using the Bluehill 3 Testing Software. After the end of each test, the ligament length of specimen was recorded. The total work (W f ) under the load-displacement curve was also obtained by integrating the area under the force/extension curve. Specific fracture energy (G f ), ultimately, was calculated as follows:
where W f is a total work (dissipated energy), A lig is ligament area.
Statistical analysis
For the statistical analysis of the experiments, data were subjected to ANOVA (analysis of variance) and post hoc Tukey tests using the SPSS V 20 software. Differences between groups were considered significant at p < 0.05.
Results
Sample morphological parameters
The forks that were sampled were typically 31 cm in length, the parent stem and both branch lengths being on average 15.7 and 15.3 cm, respectively. The distance between two branches from their tips and the initial angle of bifurcation were measured; the mean length between branches was 14.7 cm (±3.8 SD) and the mean angle between the parent stem and branches was 66.9° (±12.1 SD). The mean diameter of the parent stem was found to be on average 52.4 mm (±12.5 SD), of branch A, on average 39.6 mm (±8.1 SD), and of branch B on average 32.6 mm (±6.3 SD). The diameter ratio of the two arising branches to the parent stem was also measured as the average diameter of each branch just above the bifurcations divided by the average diameter of the parent stem just below the stem bark ridge. The mean diameter ratio of branch A to parent stem was found to be 76.7% (±7.7 SD), ranging from 58 to 91%; and the mean diameter ratio of branch B to stem was found to be 63.3%, ranging from 51 to 81% (±8.1 SD).
Tensile tests
In total, 480 specimens from 30 hazel forks were tested using a tensile test to estimate the specific fracture energies (G f , Jm − ²). The specimens were taken from different locations around the forks: at the central apex of the bifurcation, side apex of the bifurcation, middle region of parent stem (stem middle), and branches A and B.
As noted above, apex discs were prepared in two positions: upper and lower (U vs. L), because it was not possible to excise both RT-and TR-oriented specimens from central and side apex locations. Thus, we conducted a three-way ANOVA between the central and side apex of bifurcation to explore the effects of types (central vs. side), fracture systems (RT vs. TR), and positions (U vs. L) on G f values. Table 1 It can be clearly seen in Fig. 7 that large differences were found in G f values between the five locations (central apex, side apex, stem middle, branch A, and B). Differences between means were tested using a oneway ANOVA which showed that G f significantly varied between locations (central apex, side apex, stem middle, branch A, and branch B) [F(4, 470) = 211.76 p < 0.001]. The wood of the central apex was much tougher than elsewhere; overall, a mean of 537.1 G f was found for the central apex, 113.9 G f for the side of bifurcations, 77.9 G f for the stem middle, and 84.8 G f for the branches. A post hoc Tukey test for significance also indicated that the wood that was excised from the central apex of the forks were significantly tougher than that of the four other locations; however, no significant difference was found in average G f values between the side apex, stem middle, and both branches (p > 0.05). (upper vs. lower) and systems (RT vs. TR) (mean ± standard error (SE), n = 15) Statistical differences were determined by a one-way ANOVA (p < 0.005) and post hoc Tukey tests (confidence interval: 95%). Locations with significant differences in each column are denoted by different letters A comparison of RT and TR G f values between central apex, side apex, stem middle, and both branches (A and B); locations also showed interesting patterns. Surprisingly, at the central apex, G f was found to be significantly higher in the TR system than the RT system using a one-way ANOVA [F(1,58) = 25.18 p < 0.001]; TR G f was overall 53.1% greater than the RT system. In contrast, a one-way ANOVA for the side apex of bifurcations showed more than twice G f in the RT system than the TR system [F(1,58) = 28.41 p < 0.001], as would be expected for normal wood. Similar to the side apex, RT G f was found to be greater than TR for both the stem middle [F(1,118) A post hoc Tukey tests found no significant differences on G f between side apex, branch A, and branch B (p > 0.05); however, G f was found to be significantly lower in the stem middle than other three locations. Load-displacement curves with the maximum loads at the breaking points were obtained for the specimens made of five sampling locations and two fracture systems. Typical load-displacement curves for each sampling location for TR fracture system are shown in Fig. 8 . The specimens of central apex wood showed quite ductile failure fashion in both TR and RT fracture systems. Central apex woods showed more likely ductile failure manner with higher energy consumption. The cracks propagated unstably and the force decreased slowly with high loads. In contrast, the woods of side apex, stem middle, and both branches showed more likely brittle failure manner. There was a slower drop in the force after peak loading. The maximum loads also showed differences depending on sampling locations and fracture systems. Each specimen had different maximum loads in tow fracture systems. Central apex had higher maximum loads in their TR fracture system than RT system. However, side apex, stem middle, and both branches showed higher values in the RT system than TR system. The values vary from an average of 40-96 N; TR fracture of central apex showed the highest loads with a value of 96 N and TR fracture of branch A exhibited the lowest. Particularly, the mean maximum load for the TR fracture of central apex was approximately two times greater than other four locations.
Wood density
Among all locations, the mean density was found to be higher at the central apex regions of bifurcations with mean 0.66 g cm − ³ (Fig. 9) . A one-way ANOVA found significant differences in densities between the five locations [F(4, 475) = 47.47 p < 0.001]; and post hoc Tukey tests indicated that central apex locations had significantly higher wood densities than side apex (mean 0.58 g cm though wood density was significantly higher at the side apex than both branches, no significant difference was found with the stem (p = 0.733).
Discussion
Our results show how toughness varies around the hazel forks, helping us to understand how the branch-stem joint helps the tree to survive. Figure 7 shows the comparison of G f values measured for all 480 wood specimens between five different locations (central apex, side apex, stem middle, branch A, and branch B) and two fracture systems (RT vs. TR). Under tensile loading, each location exhibited clear differences in their G f values: the wood of the central apex was found to have the highest mean G f values, but others showed much lower values. The failure mechanism also differed in the five locations: wood behaved mostly in a ductile failure manner, because the mixed wood grain orientation could make the wood tougher at the central apex of bifurcations, while others showed mostly brittle failure. Interestingly, a comparison of G f values between RT and TR fractures for each location also revealed surprising failure patterns and manners: although the wood was mostly tougher in the RT system than the TR system for the side apex, stem middle, and both branches; exceptionally, G f values obtained at the central apex were found to be higher in the TR fracture system than the RT system. The differences in G f values between locations and fracture systems, reported here, could be partly explained by the density (Fig. 9) (for central apex which is also much tougher than other locations, but there is no pronounced difference in density between side apex, stem middle, and both branches), fracture surfaces and microstructure of wood in the different locations.
Overall, in the central apex, wood had about five times greater mean G f than the wood of side apex, stem middle, and branches. Our results agree well with the previous studies Ennos 2013, 2015; Slater et al. 2014 ) who found that the central apex wood was stronger than elsewhere. There are possible explanations for the high toughness (expressed as G f ) values at the central apex. First, the central apex had considerably denser wood than the others: such that overall central apex was approximately 20% greater than the other locations. It is well known that density is a major indicator affecting wood strength or toughness, such that denser woods are generally stronger and tougher (Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980; Ashby et al. 1985; Desch and Dinwoodie 1996; Dinwoodie 2000; StanzlTschegg and Navi 2009) . This is because a heightened wood density indicates a higher percentage of cell wall volume in the sample, which is formed by cellulose microfibrils and matrix polymers (lignin and hemicelluloses) (Fengel and Wegener 1983) ; denser woods have much more cell wall material with thicker cell walls, but smaller diameter cell lumens or voids (Gartner 1995; Dinwoodie 2000; Harris 2006 ). Previous studies suggested that the wall thickness of cells is directly related to failure behaviour of specimens ; that is, the increased cell wall thickness-to-cell diameter ratio can tend to show more resistance to failure of cell walls (Dinwoodie 1965; Jeronimidis 1980; . In the present study, a linear regression analysis was conducted to test if the density significantly predicted the wood's toughness. Overall, the results of linear regression analysis identified that there was a significant positive relationship between toughness and density (p < 0.001), but not a strong one that gave a sufficient explanation to the heightened toughness found at fork apices [r 2 = 0.20, F(1, 478) = 112.46] ; this showed that toughness increased with the increasing density of the central apex wood. A similar conclusion was also reached by Ennos (2013-2015) . They found that wood was denser at apical regions of forks which also provided extra strength. Therefore, this aspect of structure had a tendency to prevent splitting of the bifurcation.
During the tests, central apex wood exhibited more difficult fractures and more ductile failure behaviour in both RT and TR fracture systems in tension than that of the other four locations. At the central apex, the crack initiation was relatively slow and the crack could not propagate easily through the ligament plane in that it more often showed progressive failure behaviour until the specimen surfaces were fully separated. The crack thus left more tortuous and jagged fracture surfaces (Fig. 10a) . TR fracture surfaces of central apex wood had predominantly a splintering failure manner (Garland 1939; Wardrop 1951) (Fig. 10a) , but RT fractures were found to be have a less tortuous and splintered appearance (Fig. 11) . The most interesting finding was that the mean G f of TR was found to be almost 1.5 times bigger than the RT system at the central apex. Mohammadi and Nairn (2014) also reported almost similar observations in the TR and RT fracture systems of balsa stem wood using the Mode I method, such that TR toughness was greater than RT, because cracks did not grow in the TR plane and jumped in the RT plane. Jeronimidis (1980) observed helical failure patterns of cellulose microfibrils in the secondary wall of sitka spruce in tension. He suggested that helical failure requires huge amounts of energy to propagate cracks, so the helical form of these cells prevents failure. A recent study by Özden et al. (2016) investigated the fracture properties of stem wood of six tree species in the RL and TL fracture systems. They found quite same mechanism in the cell walls of ray cells which failed in helical or spiral failure manner in the RL fracture system, particularly in hardwoods. They suggested that the toughening mechanism of ray cells act like fibres or tracheids which toughen wood in the RL fracture system.
Here, our SEM micrographs provided clear evidences related to the failure behaviour of wood specimens and fracture systems. At the cellular level, cells showed more intrawall failure (within the secondary wall) and less transwall failures (failure cuts across the cell wall). The crack could not propagate readily through the central apex, because more breakage of axial fibres took place. It can be seen in Figs. 10c and 11c that fibres were cut across their length by intrawall failure behaviour. As also shown in Figs. 10d and 11d , central apex fractures were more likely to exhibit spiral or helical buckling failure pattern of cellulose microfibrils (secondary wall). This is because fibres tended to surround the ligament area with unwinding/spiral phenomenon to produce crack stopper interfaces (barriers), and therefore, it could prevent rapid splitting of specimens during crack initiation. During the crack propagation phase, thus, large amounts of energy were consumed to cleave cells and the failure manner of fibres may give an understanding of why they did not break easily at this region.
In addition, there was an interlocked wood grain pattern formation at the central apex. Our fracture surface analyses were in agreement with the study of hazel fork fracture surfaces by Slater et al. 2014 . They found that there was an altered interlocking wood grain pattern and more tortuous structure at the central apex. They suggested that the interlocking wood grain pattern and tortuous structure could reinforce the central apex and give an extra strength to hold the branches together. Consequently, the central apex region of the bifurcations could strengthen the loadbearing capacity, and thus, it can provide a self-supported mechanism to balance the union between parent stem and branches safely, due to the combination of high density (so thicker cell walls), more tortuous and interlocked structure, supportive activity of fibres and ductile failure mechanism of the central apex (Shigo 1985 (Shigo , 1989 Carlquist 1991; Gartner 1991a; Desch and Dinwoodie 1996; Jungnikl et al. 2009; Ennos 2013, 2015; Slater et al. 2014 ). An anatomical model of branch attachment by Slater et al. (2014) suggested that fibres are preferentially oriented more tangentially than radially in the central apex which could provide extra toughness in this system. However, further studies on the microstructure of RT and TR fracture systems of hazel forks should be made to investigate why the TR fracture system was somewhat tougher.
In contrast to the central apex, the reverse pattern was true for the side apex, stem middle, and both branches, such that those locations resulted in higher G f values in their RT fractures than the TR fractures. Our results of side apex and parent stem showed similarities to those reported by Slater and Ennos 2015. They also found that wood was stronger radially than tangentially at the both side apex and stem middle. In previous papers, again (Atack et al. 1961; Ashby et al. 1985; Ozden and Ennos 2014) , the same pattern was also shown for toughness, namely, the RT toughness of stem wood was found to be greater than TR. Overall, the differences of G f values were slight between the side apex, stem middle, and branches A and B, because all four locations showed similar low density in their wood compared with the central apex wood. During tensile loading, the crack propagated rapidly and generated premature failures on the specimen in a brittle failure manner. The fracture surfaces thus were fairly smooth and less hairy (Fig. 12) . Due to the easy separation of specimens, relatively less energy consumption was required. SEM micrographs provided possible explanations related to how fracture manners differed between two fracture systems and four locations and why easy fractures occurred in those locations (Fig. 12) . On a microscopic level, the cell failures were mostly dominated by transwall behaviour and less intrawall manner in all those four locations. It can be easily seen from Fig. 12 , the crack propagation induced serious cell and cell wall deformations by easily cutting cell walls (transwall failures) in both RT and TR fracture systems. In the case of those locations, we can also explain the lower G f values by the presence of relatively thinner cell walls. Particularly, when loaded in the TR fracture system, fracture generated flatter surfaces (Fig. 12b, d, f) . TR micrographs showed that failures occurred more easily by breaking the cells and by transwall failure (Fig. 12b) ; therefore, serious cell ruptures and deformations occurred (Fig. 12f) .
RT of G f was found to be greater than TR. This difference is probably related to the radially oriented rays which reinforce this crack propagation system and have a supportive property in inhibiting the failure process (Beery et al. 1983; Burgert and Eckstein 2001; Reiterer et al. 2002a, b; Ozden and Ennos 2014) . Ozden and Ennos 2014 found rays more likely to show a strengthened factor to resist crack propagation in the RT, whereas the rays in TR are not oriented in the right direction to prevent failure. It can be seen in Fig. 12 that RT fracture did not show easily cleaved cells (Fig. 12a, c, e) and exhibited both transwall and intrawall failure modes in the cells. In tension, rays failed helically by intrawall failure (Fig. 12 a, c, e) , while vessels exhibited more cell ruptures by easily cutting cell walls with a transwall failure manner (Fig. 12f) .
Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated fracture energies and toughening mechanism of forks at five different sampling locations and in two fracture systems. It was shown that wood in the central apex of bifurcations was significantly denser and tougher than in the other four locations. The micrographs of SEM also showed interlocking wood grain formation and more helical buckling failure of cellulose microfibrils at the central apex of bifurcations. The findings of this study, therefore, suggest that both higher density and convoluted wood grain made the wood approximately five times tougher at the central apex. G f was also found to be greater in the TR fracture system than RT system at the central apex. This could be explained by preferential tangential orientation of fibres. However, further anatomical analyses need to be carried out to determine why central apex wood is tougher in the TR fracture system than RT.
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